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Industry Insider: 
Grant Jostol
Title: Business Data Analyst, Seattle Mariners
Education: MBA, Brandman University
Prior Positions: Data Analyst, Sacramento Kings

CRM and Analytics Coordinator, Sacramento Kings
Inside Sales Representative, Sacramento Kings

This interview was conducted by Alan Morse, associate professor at the University of Northern Colorado and the
Vice President of Industry Affairs of the Sport Marketing Association.

SMQ: What first led you to consider working in the
field of analytics in general? What parts of your educa-
tion and career helped you prepare for taking on this
challenge?
Jostol: I have always wanted to work in sports, never

quite understanding what that meant or what it would
look like. I also never understood how difficult it can
be to get into the field. I graduated from a small uni-
versity in Southern California with degrees in manage-
rial studies and economics. After months of applying
to various companies with little response, my friend
recommended that I apply for an inside sales position
with the Sacramento Kings. I was really looking for a
job in analytics, but I figured that this position would
at least introduce me to the industry.
At this point in time, there was a possibility the

Kings were moving to a new city, the NBA was in a
lockout, and the team had a long streak of losing sea-
sons. It was a difficult sales environment, particularly
for a temporary inside sales rep trying to impress man-
agement. It taught me to really understand the sales
process and be creative in selling tickets. An entry-level
position eventually opened up in the CRM and analyt-
ics department, and I was able to transition into a field
that was much more interesting to me. 
As an analyst in professional sports, I work hand-in-

hand with the ticket sales department every day.
Because of my direct involvement in developing ticket
sales campaigns and strategies, it has been invaluable
to have experience selling tickets. I have always consid-
ered myself a translator, being able to relate data to
each department according to what is important to
them. I have recently attained an MBA in marketing. I
could have pursued an advanced degree in analytics,
but I saw the marketing degree as more important
because it would allow me to have a deeper under-
standing when I work with that area of the company.

While I took a more unlikely path into analytics, it has
helped me to be successful in my career. If anyone is
looking to get into analytics in sports, I always recom-
mend that they take any entry-level job that they can
and learn as much as possible about the company and
industry. I’m always learning new techniques in data-
base coding and regression analysis, but I never would
have made it to this point in my career if I didn’t learn
the ins and outs of the industry first.
SMQ: How is the perception of analytics changing
in professional sports?
Jostol: Business analytics is a rapidly growing field in

professional sports. Organizations are realizing the
impact that it can have, and are becoming increasingly
willing to invest heavily in the area. Analytics is under-
standably competitive and secretive on the sports side
of the industry. However, teams are highly collabora-
tive on the business side. It benefits the league as a
whole if other teams are financially successful, particu-
larly if there is revenue sharing. As a result, teams fre-
quently meet with one another to share best practices
and strategies. Conferences and summits have become
common, and teams are constantly trying to learn
from one another.
SMQ: What are the most notable differences in
strategy between using analytics in the business world
versus professional sports?
Jostol: Sports teams tend to have small business ana-

lytics departments. The majority of teams have 1–3
full-time analytics staff members, while the more
robust departments could have as many as 10 people.
Technology companies could have hundreds of ana-
lysts, allowing each person to be highly specialized in a
particular area or project. Conversely, analysts in
sports have to be involved in every aspect of the com-
pany. It is crucial to have an understanding of ticket
sales, marketing, operations, fan engagement, sponsor-



ships, and possibly other departments because there
are only a handful of analysts. 
Another difference is that sports is highly cyclical.

We launch the same sales campaigns each year, and we
often are selling to the exact same target segments.
Teams are much less focused on product development
than a typical company may be. Our goal is always to
become more efficient. We need to shift our resources
accordingly in order to maximize the effectiveness of
our standard sales campaigns. Every time we have a
season ticket holder renewal campaign, we want to col-
lect as much data as possible. This could mean A/B
testing or investigating the effects of prioritizing cer-
tain types of accounts over others. This data collection
will allow us to learn from mistakes and revise our
strategies the following year.
SMQ: In your opinion, which is more valuable,
using analytics in ticket sales or sponsorship sales?
What variables help you form that response?
Jostol: I believe that it is important to have analytics

in both areas, although each team generally prioritizes
them differently. Ticket sales tends to account for
more revenue, so it makes sense that more time and
resources should be put into place to support that area
of the business. There is also a very large amount of
data available, with in-depth season ticket holder pro-
files and a large number of single-game purchasers.
Ticket sales analysts will be armed with more historical
data with which to identify trends and opportunities.
However, some teams view sponsorship as an “easy
win” when they establish a CRM system and analytics
department. Sponsorship business relies on a handful
of large accounts, so it can be easier to focus resources
efficiently and quickly show a return on investment.
This can be very important for a team that has never
invested in analytics before and needs to prove its
validity to management and ownership. 
SMQ: What role has data analytics played in the
implementation and evaluation of your marketing
strategies? How do you use market research to inform
and support those strategies?
Jostol: Analytics is frequently used in an attempt to

make marketing efforts efficient. We try to learn as
much as possible about our clients so that we can
accurately identify similar segments and demographics
to target with marketing material. There are always a
limited amount of resources in the sales process, and
they need to be allocated and prioritized in a way that
maximizes returns. Sales reps need to be calling the
best leads, and marketing needs to have messaging that
is tailored to each type of customer. 
As analysts, we are constantly evaluating the demo-

graphics of our customers, such as age, gender,
income, etc. Using those demographics, we can start to

paint a picture of what a typical season ticket holder
looks like, and how that may differ from a typical sin-
gle-game buyer. We can use this information to modi-
fy our strategies in two ways. The first is that we can
focus our efforts on identifying new people that match
the profile we have of a season ticket holder. From our
long list of potential prospective buyers, we can make
sure to direct our resources to a particular segment
that will be more likely to upgrade to a season ticket
plan. The second method is to find new ways to target
those segments that less frequently purchase season
tickets. Perhaps we can develop a new ticket package or
modify marketing material that will appeal more to
those other demographics. Having that data available
and understanding what it means for marketing strate-
gies can have a huge impact in making sales campaigns
more efficient. 
SMQ: How have you utilized social media to market
to the casual fan? Have the interactions been data-
driven?
Jostol: Social media can be especially efficient as a

method of low-cost marketing. Sales campaigns are
most effective when you are able to reach customers
with multiple types of touch points, and social media
provides another stream to reach those prospects and
current clients. It also allows for one-to-one engage-
ment with fans and potential customers. You can see
customer feedback in real time and instantly respond
to them. Professional sports is a highly interactive
product, and fans enjoy displaying their passion for the
team. Social media allows people to share their experi-
ences with the masses. Customers will be excited when
the team wins and disappointed or angry when the
team loses, but the simple fact that they care and want
to share their passion demonstrates that they want to
continue interacting with the product.
SMQ: Do you foresee collegiate athletics following
the path of professional sport in regards to use of ana-
lytics to make business decisions?
Jostol: Yes, and I have seen examples of collegiate

programs that have very advanced analytics depart-
ments. However, the majority of universities are likely
to have less resources to devote to analytics, so it is
common to only have one analyst. This can make it
very difficult for universities to make rapid improve-
ment. Universities frequently dedicate a large amount
of resources to fundraising development. There tends
to be overlap in the target segments for fundraising
and those for collegiate athletics, so analysts focused on
the latter will have to be aware of the marketing and
strategies from their counterparts. Collegiate teams
also have to manage sales cycles for multiple sports. It
can become much more time consuming to develop
renewal and new sales campaigns for football, basket-
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ball, baseball, and potentially many other teams.
However, collegiate programs have a continuously
growing target market at their disposal. Alumni can be
highly engaged fans with a high propensity to be
involved with sports teams at their alma mater. As long
as analysts are collecting and maintaining data about
alumni and past purchasers, I can see them being very
effective in growing business. 
SMQ: What are some of the most interesting topics
for analytics in professional sports right now?
Jostol: The first is the proliferation of the secondary

ticket market. The market for ticket resales has grown
a lot, and there are still a number of questions about
how the industry will adapt as teams and resale com-
panies try to grasp the situation. At the topic’s simplest
level, the question revolves around the definition of a
ticket. Does a ticket purchaser own that ticket, allow-
ing them complete freedom in what they do with the
ticket? Or does the ticket only represent the right of
access to an event, and the venue still maintains own-
ership following the initial transaction? Courts have
consistently sided with the latter thus far, although
these questions will continue for years to come. Any
fallout could eventually have large effects on the sec-

ondary ticket resale landscape, stadium entry and secu-
rity, and the availability of data that can be used for
analytics. 
Another point of interest in the industry is real-time

data and automation. With the constant advancement
and availability of technology, teams are investing
more heavily in solutions that allow them to interact
with customers and react to trends more quickly. A big
portion of this surrounds fans’ use of mobile devices.
When fans attend a professional sports event, they
enter with the ticket on their mobile phone, GPS bea-
cons in the stadium realize that they have arrived and
can automatically send them offers for concessions and
merchandise, they can order food to their seats, and
there is content available for them to view and share
on social media following the game. All the while,
management and ownership can view attendance and
sales totals from their mobile devices in their seats. At
each step, the team can collect data about the behavior
of each individual fan. This allows us to have better
and more reactive customer service, and also under-
stand how fans think about and enjoy games from start
to finish. 
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